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TOPICS FOR 
ASSOCIATION

INFLUENCE POWERFUL 
CONNECTED

Make Your Next Event a STANDOUT! 

How? It’s really easy: 

You choose a TOPIC from the list below. Contact Lisa to arrange  
a 30 minute phone consultation. 

Mobile 0419 743 958 

Lisa will then customize an innovative and strategic program best suited 
to your needs, budget and time frame.

 
This pre-work enables Lisa to contribute as a highly informed Speaker; 

leaving your audiences where you want them to BE.

LISA@LISALOCKLAND-BELL.COM WWW.LISALOCKLAND-BELL.COM



Speak UP Influential Voice

The Power of an Influential Voice: To Make People Feel Connected
It’s Not What You Say, It’s How You Say It. 

Your VOICE has the power to BREAK A HEART, SEAL THE DEAL or CHANGE THE WORLD. 

	 ·				Difficulty	Influencing?	NO	MORE!
	 ·				Feel	You	Need	To	Command?	Under	Control!
	 ·				Need	More	Confidence?	No	Problem! 

Imagine	how	your	life	would	change	if	you	could	Influence	Your	Community	using	your	Voice	to	
Suggest	rather	than	Command! 

Successful	people	are	Great	Influences.	They	know	to	get	people	on	board	and	invest,	you	must	
make them feel good. This is done without demand, manipulation, bullying or undermining them 
as Human Beings. 

Influencing	people	is	dependent	on	your	ability	to	speak	in	a	way	that	people	want	to	be	with	
you. They want work with you, follow your lead and work with you. They are invested in you 
because you can make things happen: which makes their lives easier.
 
Lisa Lockland-Bell is your communication specialist who is ready to take you down the rabbit 
hole, revealing insights into the human voice like you have never heard before. She will take 
inside your voice, re-calibrate and strengthen your ability get underneath the skin of the people 
you	need	to	influence	and	impress.
 
Through strategic diagnostic techniques you will learn NEW negotiation skills, how to change 
your	tone	to	influence,	discover	the	powerful	ability	to	shift	attitudes	and	overcome	resistance	
so you can create powerful networks and teams of people who are all communicating with one 
voice. 

We will discover:

   How	to	communicate	effectively	with	the	opposite	sex
   How To Adjust Your Tone To All Situations
   Smashing	Through	The	Barriers	To	Effective	communication
   How To Tell The Truth Without Breaking Someone

 
Interactive vocal exercises and activities are included in this program.
 
Presentation Length – 30 Min or 1 hour

LISA@LISALOCKLAND-BELL.COM WWW.LISALOCKLAND-BELL.COM

THIS PROGRAM CAN BE EXTENDED INTO A  
WORKSHOP OR BREAKOUT SESSIONS

(See fee schedule for more information)

http://www.lisalockland-bell.com/fee-structure/


THIS PROGRAM CAN BE EXTENDED INTO A  
WORKSHOP OR BREAKOUT SESSIONS

(See fee schedule for more information)

Speak UP Vocal Health

EFFECTIVE INTERACTIVE EMPOWERING

Vocal Health
As a speaker, your voice is your world. No voice = No income

As	a	speaker	you	know	how	to	compile	a	high	impact	presentation,	but	you’re	coming	off	stage	vocally	
and physically fatigued. 
 
 ·    Vocally	Fatigued?	NO	MORE!
 ·    Need	More	Stamina?	DONE!
 ·    Voice	is	Hoarse?	LET’S	FIX	IT!
 ·    Cannot	find	the	TEXT	Book	on	Vocal	Health?	GOT	IT! 

Lisa	Lockland-Bell	IS	the	expert	when	it	comes	to	Vocal	Health.	In	this	entertaining	and	very	focused	
presentation,	you	will	be	guided	through	exercises,	strategies	and	remedies	to	ensure	you	are	always	
vocally	fit	and	ready	to	perform. 

Let’s create a PLAYBOOK of your own: Filled with techniques and skills to help strengthen your 
business. 

You	will	finally	have	the	answers	on	how	to	control	the	onset	of	fatigue	and	sickness	as	you	approach	
your primary speaking season. 
 

We will uncover: 

      The physical framework to support your voice.
   The mystery behind a hoarse and breathy tone.
      The 10 top tips Vocal Strength training.
      How to avoid vocal fatigues and damage.

 
Interactive activities are included in this program.

Presentation Length – 30 Min or 1 hour
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